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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One important scope of the CCA part of Shift2Rail is the monitoring and the final evaluation of all
Shift2Rail activities in respect to improve the energy consumption and the mitigation of noise
exposure. With respect to the evaluation of the noise emission, the work will start in WP6 of FINE1
and must be continued at the very end of all Shift2Rail projects, when the outcomes of the different
projects and TDs are available.
This deliverable provides the main baseline for WP 6 to evaluate the acoustic influences of the
various activities within Shift2Rail. This evaluation will be based on calculations and the necessary scenarios and parameters are defined.
First, existing definitions are described and partly used for further work. On this basis, traffic scenarios to be considered will be defined to assure all relevant activities are taken into consideration.
Pass-by and parking/stand-still noise must be considered separately. Further necessary specifications are made and described in each case.
For the pass-by noise evaluation three different traffic scenarios (TSC2, TSC3 and TSC4) are
described (chapter 4). While TSC2 describes the main scenario for a typical situation on the European freight train network with a mix of freight and passenger traffic on the same tracks, TSC3
and TSC4 depict special situations such as those occurring in typical high-speed traffic or in special urban transport. The traffic divided into day and night time periods is indicated based on real
existing timetables for these typical situations. In addition, a forecast of the currently expected
traffic forecast for the prognosis horizon 2030 is given for the same sections described, but because the selected lines are already near at their capacity limit, there will be not so much different.
In addition to information on train traffics, geometric and topographic situations (e.g. embankments, bridges, curves and others) are described. The aim is to cover and evaluate as many
scenarios as possible that are examined in more detail within the framework of the Shift2Rail
projects and TDs at the final phase of Shift2Rail.
Compared to pass-by noise which is widely covered in the literature (from both the scientific and
standardization point of view), noise from parked trains is still a subject under investigation. Therefore, a brief overview of existing results and current studies about the noise from parked train is
given. TSC1, describes in chapter 5 the situation for investigating noise in situations for parked
trains or during various standstill modes. After the overview of the various regulations and guidelines to be considered, a proposal for the most important scenarios to be considered is formed
from these.
Calculation models are defined and described for the pass-by noise as well for the situation on
parked trains. Assumptions were made to reduce the effort without limiting the meaningfulness.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This Deliverable is part of WP 6 “Traffic noise scenarios and baseline for evaluation and monitoring noise effects of S2R innovations” of the Shift2Rail project FINE 1.
Reducing noise & vibration (N&V) annoyance and exposure is one of main overall objectives of
S2R JU. Within the different IPs and TDs in S2R special mitigation measures will be developed,
for others the side effects of N&V exposure must be considered. The objective at the end of the
project is to evaluate the activities of S2R as a whole, with respect to their particular noise relevance and to demonstrate their effects on people adjacent to railways. Therefore, the base-line
and reference-situations with defined traffic-scenarios must be built for pass-by as well for trains
at parking and stand still mode. They will serve as reference for evaluation of noise effects at the
very end of the project.
WP 6 serves as a basis and clamp function for an overall assessment and monitoring of noise
effects in S2R projects. The main objectives of WP 6 are:


The definition of different traffic scenarios (traffic mix, day/night split etc.) for the pass-by
noise evaluation for each traffic and specified train-track configurations. These scenarios
will be used later as input parameters for N&V calculation as well as to assess the mitigation effects compared to the state of the art on realistic conditions including their cost
benefit ratios with the final phase of S2R.



With respect to noise monitoring, typical situations are suggested, to serve as demonstrator for evaluating noise mitigation effects of the different technologies.

In addition to the scenarios with moving trains, definition of typical scenarios for parked-train and
stand-still modes must be developed, as there are some activities on this addressed within particular IPs and TDs of S2R (e.g. within the Shift2Rail project PINTA).
As a result, a description of typical sections, sites and scenarios for train traffic will be given, which
will be used as a base-line for the investigations within the subsequent tasks of this work package.
Additionally, an outlook to the estimated traffic development on the defined sections will be given.

1.1.

SCOPE OF DELIVERABLE

The objective of WP6 is to monitor and evaluate the activities of the different TDs of Shift2Rail
with respect to their noise relevance. Since only external noise is treated in this WP, pass-by and
parking-/ stand-till-mode are distinguished in this elaboration. To evaluate the noise relevance of
the different TDs, emission and immission calculation are to be carried out.
A large amount of input data is required for emission and immission calculations. For a consistent
procedure, definitions already made in Shift2Rail are to be used as much as possible.
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The project IMPACT 1 defined different so-called system platform demonstrators (SPD) [2]. The
SPDs define train categories to be also used in WP6 as basis.
Also, the WP 5 refers to the above SPDs. WP 5 identifies the subprojects and technical demonstrators (TD) with relevance to noise issues. It also defines representative scenarios for the TD
within Shift2Rail by clustering parameters with an acoustical influence. As a first result, WP 5
defines five scenarios, which are the basis of WP 6.
A traffic scenario describes the composition of parameters necessary for an investigation of noise
emissions in specially defined situations. It consists first of the definition of the needed input and
essential impact parameters of the trains to be considered in detail, the data of the train numbers
differentiated according to the evaluation time day or night as well as further necessary geometrical boundary conditions to enable a good basis for a later comparison with individual changed
boundary conditions.
This deliverable takes up the above sources and defines representative traffic scenarios for different areas (e.g. freight lines, urban areas) (chapter 3-4) as well as scenarios for parking- and
stand-still-mode (chapter 5). Input data for this are timetables, future traffic predictions and operating programs of typical storage sidings and train stations. In addition, other further parameters
necessary for the calculation are defined.
As a result, a description of typical sections, sites and scenarios for train traffic will be given, which
will be used as a base-line for the investigations within the subsequent tasks of this work package.
Finally, the framework for the calculation model with different reference points is determined, both
for the pass-by nose evaluation as well for the evaluation of noise from parked trains and in standstill modes.

1.2.

RELATION TO OTHER PROJECTS

FINE 1 is part of the CCA (Cross Cutting Activities) within Shift2Rail. Noise is included within
the working area “Energy and sustainability” (Figure 1). FINE1 has so far many contacts with
different parts of the S2R project and is establishing communication with them as both energy
and noise are important areas cutting across a lot of the S2R development.
An essential goal of FINE 1 is to compile all essential project results that have already been
realized or are expected to be realized to be able to evaluate them at the very end of the Shfit2Ral
project. Therefore, it is necessary to create a common basis for the later evaluation.
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Figure 1: The interaction between the overall CCA (Cross Cutting Activities) and different
IP (Innovation Programmes) of S2R project in a whole
The work in FINE 1 WP 5 consists of finding all relevant development in the different projects
related to the different TDs and to establish communication with a contact person in all these
different parts. WP6 will provide the baseline scenario to evaluate the noise mitigation at the
end of the project.
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND SCENARIOS FROM S2R
A traffic scenario describes the composition of parameters necessary for an investigation of
noise emissions in specially defined situations. It consists first of the definition of the needed input
and essential impact parameters of the trains to be considered in detail, the data of the train
numbers differentiated according to the evaluation time day or night as well as further necessary
geometrical boundary conditions to enable a good basis for a later comparison with individual
changed boundary conditions.
Two subprojects Impact 1 [2], and FINE 1, WP5 [1] in Shift2Rail have already defined framework
conditions and scenarios for the evaluation of the results of the various projects in Shift2Rail.
For a consistent approach, the calculations of WP6 will also take these definitions as a basis. The
definitions used for further processing within WP6 are shown below.

2.1.

ROLLING STOCK

For the planned calculations in WP 6 it is necessary to define the train types to be considered.
The basic properties must also be described; this means the train speed and length.
The project IMPACT-1 defines different rolling stock categories within their SPD-definition. They
distinguish between four train categories with different speeds (Table 1).
Table 1: Overview of the proposed generic SPD use cases [2]
SPD 1:
High speed

SPD 2:
Regional

SPD 3:
Urban

SPD 4:
Freight

FINE1 service
profile

High-speed 300
Max 300 km/h

Regional 160
Max 160 km/h

Metro
Max 80 km/h

Freight mainline
Max 120km/h

Train concept

Single-deck,
distributed traction

Single-deck,
distributed traction

Metro

Electrical loco,
four axles

WP 5 takes this definition up and extends the definition by train lengths, noting that they should
serve as a rule of thumb [1]. Table 2 listed the train categories also used in WP 6.
Table 2: Considered rolling stock for the vehicle scenarios [1]
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category

typical max
speed (km/h)

example train
length (m)

high speed

300

200

intercity

200

200

regional

160

80

urban

80

80

freight

120

740
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2.2.

INFRASTRUCTURE

The deliverable D5.2 – Establish vehicle scenarios for noise lists parameters that are relevant for
sound emissions (Table 3). These must therefore also be considered in the calculations.
Table 3: Considered noise affecting infrastructure characteristics [1]
parameter

value

railway ballast

yes / no

curved track

tunnel

yes / no / radius possibility of squeal in curves
entry and exit can create shock
waves at very high speed. Noise
can be reflected into the train by the
yes / no / diam- tunnel walls (depends on amount of
eter
absorption in the tunnel)

bridge

yes / no

railway embankment1
railway cutting2

rail fastening system

rail roughness

effect
Higher absorption in comparison to
slab tracks

bridges re-radiate
surroundings easier exposed to airborne noise due to higher position
yes / no
of the track
cutting hinders noise propagation
yes / no
as the walls act as obstacle
high stiffness brings higher track
decay rate giving reduced rail radiadynamic stifftion of noise but more ground vibraness
tion
rough rails lead to high excitation of
the wheels and rails and thus to
roughness level more vibration and noise

To reduce the effort and the number of possible cases, the above parameters were defined. The
Table 4 lists these specifications (close to the infrastructure defined in [3]) and should also be
used for the calculations in WP 6. Necessary exceptions are described at appropriate place.
The rail roughness and the track decay rate (TDR) are the most influencing parameters from track
side conditions. Table 4 refers to roughness and track-decay-rate measurements for the so called
NOT (normal operational track) which were made within the project Roll2Rail [4] and as it is more
described in detail in FINE1 D5.2 [1].

Railway embankment means that the railway is built on a bank and i.e. higher than the surroundings
Railway cutting describes the case where the railway is built below surrounding surface but without a
tunnel
1
2
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Table 4: Standard infrastructure case
embankment
/cutting
no

roughness

shape

ballasted

fastening system

according to [4]

straight3

yes

vertical and horizontal track
decay rates according to [4]

Furthermore, as far as possible, rail condition (see Table 4 an definitions for the NOT in FINE1
D5.2 [1]) should be compared with a track according to TSI NOI [5] specification. If acoustic improvements of the permanent way should result within the scope of Shift2Rail, these will also be
considered.

2.3.

SCENARIOS

The deliverable D5.1- List of TDs influencing the N&V performance of the system lists the relevant
TDs of Shift2Rail with an influence on sound emissions (Table 5).
Table 5: Identified TD with an influence on sound emissions (adjusted to [6])
TD N°
TD1.1
TD1.2
TD1.4
TD1.5
TD1.6
TD3.1
TD3.2
TD3.3
TD3.4
TD3.5
TD5.1
TD5.3
TD5.4
TD5.5

TD Name
Traction Systems
Carbody Shell
Running Gear
Brake Systems
Doors and Access Systems
Enhanced Switch and Cross
Next Generation Switch
Optimized track system
Next generation track system
Proactive Bridge and Tunnel
Freight electrification
Wagon design
Novel Terminal, Hubs, Marshalling Yards, Sidings
New Freight Propulsion

On the basis of the identified TDs, the deliverable D5.2 – Establish vehicle scenarios for noise [1]
and D5.3 – State of the at study for vehicle N&V performance [7] assigns scenarios and the
different SPDs to the TDs describes the different TD with their respect to noise in more detail.
For the evaluation in WP 6 only exterior noise is relevant for the calculations, therefore TDs which
have an influence on interior noise only are not included here. Table 6 shows the allocation of
main TDs to the respective SPDs which are relevant to exterior noise.

3

Curve radius more than 5000 m
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Table 6: Allocated TDs to the respective SPDs which are relevant for exterior noise (adjusted to [1])
SPD name
SPD 1 High Speed
SPD 2 Regional
SPD 3 Urban
SPD 4 Freight

Allocated TDs
TD1.4
TD1.1, TD1.5
TD1.1, TD1.3
TD5.1, TD5.2, TD5.3, TD5.5

3. DEFINITION OF TRAFFIC SCENARIOS
According the MAAP, it is planned to develop a calculation model based on real scenarios. In a
first step, the SPDs from Chapter 2 must be assigned to different traffic scenarios. These scenarios are divided into pass-by and stand-still/ parking mode. Furthermore, the different railway section types must be represented.
TSC 1 – parking and stand-still
Storage facilities are used for rail vehicles that are not in operation, in particular for passenger
trains that are not used at times. Facilities for parking of urban and regional trains are often located
inside urban regions close to the terminus of a line. There are often complaints from residents
near such facilities. Even more than shunting noises, the noise emissions of air conditioning systems, aggregates (like compressors) and engines of these trains, these sources are very dominant in an otherwise often very quiet environment. It is often not possible to switch off these noise
sources at night due to the necessary operating conditions. The technical development of these
sound sources, especially regarding their emissions, is therefore an important point for reducing
the annoyance caused by storage facilities. These impacts should be reflected within the scenario
TSC 1. It is described in more detail in chapter 225 of this document.
TSC 2 – mixed traffic
The high part of freight traffic in particular during nights, which is supplemented by passenger
trains during the day, is particularly exemplary on busy parts of railways in Europe. The TEN
corridor No 6, the Rhine-Alpine freight corridor between Genoa and Rotterdam can be seen as
an example4. On the section in the Middle Rhine Valley, a focus with many noise complaints,
around 90 passenger trains a day are anticipated (regional and long-distance traffic), at night the
number is reduced to less than 20, and the number of freight wagons is reduced from around 120
trains at day to just over 60 trains at night. Even if freight traffic dominates at both times of the

An overview about the European-freight corridors can be found by following link:
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/themes/infrastructure/ten-tguidelines/corridors/doc/ten-t-corridor-map-2013.pdf
4
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day, passenger vehicles must also be considered when estimating noise emissions. This approach is described by scenario TSC-2.
TSC 3 – high speed traffic
In some European countries, such as France, some lines are reserved for high-speed trains. In
addition to the rolling noise generated by the wheel-rail contact, other sources of emissions, such
as aerodynamic emissions, must also be considered. To take this particularity into account, scenario TSC-3 has been defined.
TSC 4 – urban
In contrast to the scenarios described above, emissions from inner-city rail traffic are also to be
considered. This mainly consists of subway, tram and suburban railway. Characteristic is the frequent connections during the day and the fact that in most cases only one type of train runs on
the railway sections described. Since the Shift2Rail project focuses on rail topics, S-Bahn traffic
is to be considered in a representative way. This is reflected within the urban scenario TSC-4.
As shown in Table 7, the 4 scenarios (TSC) are compiled with the different SPDs according this
logic.
Table 7: Traffic scenarios for the calculations within WP 6
Traffic scenarios (TSC)
TSC 1 – parking and stand-still
TSC 2 – mixed traffic
TSC 3 – high speed traffic
TSC 4 – urban

TDs and further train categories
SPD 2 – regional
SPD 2 – regional, SPD 4 – freight, Intercity
SPD 1 – high speed
SPD 3 – urban

4. FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS FOR PASS-BY- NOISE
Further specifications are necessary for the evaluation of the scenarios for pass-by-noise. The
scope of WP6 describes the goal to evaluate the acoustical effects as realistic as possible. For a
realistic assessment, the train configuration should be based on real timetables. In addition, the
scenarios for pass-by-noise should allow an evaluation of sound mitigation measures besides the
acoustic effects of other Shift2Rail-activities. Furthermore, the framework for the calculation
model is defined and reference points are set.

4.1.

TRAIN TRAFFIC

For a realistic assessment it is proposed to use a typical traffic situation of the TEN corridors with
mixed traffic. But since the different IPs and TDs of Shift2Rail special measures only apply to
individual train categories, additional individual scenarios for special high-speed traffic or urban
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transport systems have to be defined. Table 8 describes a typical proposal for train traffics at the
different scenarios TSC-2 to TSC-3.


The mixed traffic (TSC-2) represents a typical German section of the Genoa-Rotterdamroute, with a high percentage of freight traffic but also local (regional) traffics and some
long-distance trains using the same tracks.



The scenario for high-speed traffic (TSC-3) represents exemplarily the high-speed-line
between Cologne – Frankfurt. This line is a typical high-speed line which is used by Highspeed trains only without any regional or freight traffic in parallel. This situation is very
typical in some European countries like France or Spain where a dedicated network for
high-speed traffic was built during the las years, where a special network of HGV lines
was formed, while in Germany high-speed lines often take place together with regional
and freight transport on the same tracks.



The urban scenario (TSC-4) represents a time-table from a typical S-Bahn section in
Berlin.

These train traffics for the different scenarios shall serve as the basis for the calculation of the
time-average sound pressure level for day (06:00 - 22:00) and night period (22:00 – 06:00).
Table 8: Train traffic for the individual scenarios based on timetables year 2017/2018
SPD 1
(high speed)
TSC-2
(Mixed)
TSC-3
(Highspeed)
TSC-4
(Urban)

SPD 2
(regional)

SPD 3
(urban)

SPD 4
(freight)

Intercity

Day

128

197

57

Night

22

177

10

Day

114

Night

10

Day

572

Night

154

The numbers of passages for day/night traffic as mentioned in Table 8 refers to time-table for the
explained exemplarily sections in Germany according the timetable for years 2017/2018.

4.2.

VARIABLES FOR THE CALCULATION MODEL OF PASS-BY-NOISE

The level of noise emissions depends on many parameters. The effect of noise mitigation
measures is also influenced by their specific boundary conditions. Of course, it is not possible to
integrate all aspects. Therefore, the variables are considered that have a main influence on the
effect of mitigation measures or that are adapted as part of an activity of Shift2Rail. In addition to
Table 4, the Table 9 lists further required parameters for the calculation of pass-by-noise.
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In the table some of these parameters are indicated as optional. This means that it is not yet quite
clear whether Shift2Rail will develop measures that focus on these impacts. On the other hand,
e.g. for the bridges (will be considered within IP 3 of Shift2Rail) it is not yet known which type of
bridge (construction, span, etc.) is to be investigated, so that this cannot yet be included in the
description and calculation of the baseline. This must be done later as soon as the parameters
are fixed.
Table 9: Variables for the calculation model of pass-by-noise
Track superstructure

flat landscape

reference points

(4 m above ground,
50 m from track)

track arrangement

straight section

cutting position

embankment

(4 m above ground, 100 (4 m above ground, 500 m
m from track)
from track)
curved part
(optional)

switches
(optional)

bridge
(optional)

In Germany and Switzerland, a ban on cast iron brake blocks for freight wagons by national laws
will take effect from 2021. Also, at European level, the conversion to wagons equipped with composite brake blocks is being pushed ahead. A revision of the TSI NOI is currently in preparation
which will also require the use of new or retrofitted wagons with composite brake blocks on the
main traffic routes (the so called “quieter routes”) in Europe in a few years' time5.
For this reason, the calculations assume in a first stage that the freight wagons are already
equipped with 100% of composite brake blocks as TSI NOI compliant freight wagons. Of course,
it is also possible to perform the calculations for freight wagons with other brake types (cast iron
or disc brakes) and the resulting emission levels for special questions or to demonstrate their
specific influence on the overall noise impact.

4.3.

NOISE MITIGATION MEASURES

To evaluate the acoustic effect of the different Shift2Rail activities it is necessary to take the wellknown state-of-the-art mitigation measures into account as reference. The following technologies
should be considered within the calculations:


noise barriers



low noise barriers (or near track noise barriers)



rail dampers or rail shielding



reradiated noise from bridges (if bridges are relevant for calculations)

For more information:
https://www.era.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/docs/recommendation/006rec1072_accompanying_r
eport_en.pdf
5
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acoustic rail grinding

4.4.

CALCULATION MODEL

To compare the effects of the individual Shift2Rail projects different scenarios must be calculated.
All defined parameters must be considered, which will lead to many scenarios, due to the diversity
of projects in Shift2Rail. Therefore, a simple model must be found that can simulate all aspects
with reasonable calculation efforts. For the calculation of cost-benefit-analyses later on, it is necessary to simulate and include residential areas and immission calculation.
For the calculation model a simplified 3D environment is created, consisting of a simple landscape
with buildings in different heights and distances as simulated (Figure 2). Particular effects like
reflection, absorption and covering are taken into account in the sound propagation calculation.
For the calculations it is foreseen to use the commercial software packet SoundPLAN 8.0 [8].

Figure 2: Exemplary figure of the 3d environment
The calculations are based on known national legal regulations as they are commonly used for
noise impact studies and environmental approval process. It is proposed to work with EU regulation CNOSSOS, which is currently under development. At present there is no draft of Cnossos
with sufficient input data available. However, it is foreseeable that this will be delivered in the
coming years.
Therefore, for the first calculations in the context of WP6.2 the German calculations rule Schall03
(2012) [9] is used. As soon as CNOSSOS is available, the calculations could be adjusted according to this methodology.
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In Table 4 it was pointed out, that input from rail roughness measurements should be used for the
track surface quality. In contrast to CNOSSOS, roughness measurements cannot be directly implemented in the calculation specification Schall03 2012. The Schall03 (2012) works with a socalled medium acoustic state to describe the track surface quality. This is similar to the definitions
of the NOT (Normal Operational Track) as defined in [1].
The basic value in Schall 03 is defined as the time-average sound pressure level of a train at
25 m lateral distance, 3.5 m above ground in flat terrain, related to one hour. This train has a
length of 100 m, a speed of 100 km/h and is equipped with disc brakes. The numerical basic value
is set to 51 dB(A). The same approach is also used in German noise mapping within the framework of the EU Environmental Noise Directive [10].
If the calculations can be repeated with CNOSSOS, the values in Table 4 are used.

4.5.

VISION OF TRAFFIC DEVELOPMENT

It is generally assumed that there will be a further increase in traffic in Central Europe in the
coming years. This makes it even more important to counteract increasing noise annoyance to
the population with appropriate mitigation measures.
To enable corresponding estimates for the future development of traffic and the resulting noise
pollution in precisely the scenarios and the exemplarily situations to be investigated, the corresponding forecast traffic data are given in Table 10. They are based on evaluations by Deutsche
Bahn AG with reference to the traffic data forecast of the Federal Government and the updated
Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan (Bundesverkehrswegeplan) with the planning horizon for
2030 [11]6.

6

https://www.bmvi.de/EN/Topics/Mobility/Transport-Planning-Investment/Forecast/forecast.html
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Table 10: Train traffic for the individual scenarios based on a prediction of travel development for year 2030 [11]
SPD 1
(high speed)
TSC-2
(Mixed)
TSC-3
(Highspeed)
TSC-4
(Urban)

SPD 2
(regional)

SPD 3
(urban)

SPD 4
(freight)

Intercity

Day

122

187

63

Night

37

159

9

Day

123

Night

13

Day

561

Night

141

The comparison of the forecast traffic data for 2030 (Table 10) with those from the current timetable year 2017/2018 (Table 8) shows for most of the SPD´s only small variation in train numbers.
This is a consequence of the fact that the selected reference sections are already operating with
their traffic close to the line capacity limit, so that there is hardly any further increase possible
here at the moment..
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5. FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARKING- AND STAND STILLMODE
This section is dedicated to scenarios for trains in parking and standstill modes.
Compared to pass-by noise which is widely covered in the literature (from both the scientific and
standardization point of view), noise from parked trains is still a subject under investigation. Therefore, a brief overview of existing results and current studies about the noise from parked is proposed in the next paragraph. The scenarios for parked trains defined later in this section are
based on this survey.
In this section, the term Parking Noise will refer to the noise emitted by a railway unit at standstill.
When using this term, no distinction is made depending on the location where the unit is parked
or on the purpose of the stop. These distinctions will be addressed later in the document with the
definition of Parking Modes.

5.1.

ANNOYANCE DUE TO PARKED TRAINS

This highly depends on the location of the parked train and on the reason behind this standstill
situation. Among the different cases that can be relevant for parking noise, one can cite the followings:


Unit stopped in a railway station, either at the end of line or as a simple stop



Unit stopped at a signal during its journey.



Unit stopped in a depot for overnight stay, preparing for commercial service or waiting for
any other duty.

Depending on the situation, the risk of annoyance might be different. In the case of traffic signals
or halts in station, the duration of the noise exposition is rather limited and will mostly concern
daytime situations. The main issue is then the noise exposition in stations, both for customers
(comfort) and staff (health). In the case of standstill units in depots, the duration of the noise
exposition can be longer and during night time. For the residents living around these depots, sleep
disturbance can occur. The triggers for this specific annoyance might differ from those for rolling
noise. Indeed, not only the residents are exposed to a global noise level over a certain period, but
they will also experience specific noises particularly relevant for standstill situations: intermittent
or impulsive noise with potential tonal components. It has been proved that the annoyance is
increased for tonal or impulsive noise. Dedicated indicators must be used to appraise the influence of these sources on the annoyance.

5.2.

PARKING NOISE ASSESSMENT: MEASUREMENTS AND LIMIT VALUES IN
NATIONAL REGULATIONS

Actual there is no consensus how parking noise should be taken into account as part of the global
railway noise issue. However, different legislation frames, specifications and working groups exist
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or are in progress, showing that parking noise is a very important noise issue. At present, European legislation such as the TSI NOI (Technical Specification for Interoperability) [5] provides
some limit values for the stationary rolling stock i.e. at the source. Limit value at reception points
(immission levels) are rather fixed by each country itself.
In the NOI TSI [5], limit values are given for three indicators defined in ISO 3095 [12]:
-

〈𝐿𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 〉unit is the energy average of the A-weighted sound pressure levels measured
around the railway unit. It is representative of the global stationary (i.e. constant) noise of
the unit.

-

𝐿𝑖 𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 is the A-weighted sound pressure level measured at the position 𝑖 around the unit.
It can be representative of the noise emitted by a particular aggregate in front of the microphone. In order to be so, only the aggregate in question should be operating, except
for those that are necessary (for some security functions of the train or for the aggregate
in question itself).

-

𝐿𝑖 𝑝𝐴𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum value of the A-weighted sound pressure level determined during
the measurement time interval 𝑇 by using time weighting 𝐹 (fast). It is representative of
impulsive noise sources.

The limit values for these three indicators are given in TSI NOI [5] depending on the type unit.
The different indicators must be measured according to ISO 3095. For the 〈𝐿𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 〉unit , a space
average is performed around the unit at a distance of 7.5 m from the centerline of the track and
at a height of 1.2 m above the upper surface of the rail. The location of the measurement points
around the unit is given using a spatial mesh of equally distributed areas, each having an identical
horizontal length of between 3 m and 5 m. Extra measurement points are located at both ends of
the unit. These locations are illustrated for one example in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Parking noise – Repartition of the measurement points around the unit according to ISO 3095.
Where evaluated relevant, a microphone position at a height of 3.5 m can be used. This would
be the case for aggregates located at the roof of the unit.
Requirements are also given in ISO 3095 concerning the operational state of the aggregates for
the measurements. This will be discussed later in the document.
When it comes to national regulations, at least the TSI must be respected in Europe. In some
European countries, specific legislations exist based on other indicators and limit values than
those of the TSI. For example, Germany assesses the tonal components of the noise using
DIN 45681 (> 90 Hz) [13] or ISO 1996-2 (31,5-80 Hz) [14]. Limit values are also set for the loudest
measurement point around the unit for both intermittent and impulsive sources. In Switzerland,
both tonal and impulsive characteristics are considered using penalty coefficients in dB added to
the equivalent noise level at reception (up to 6 dB depending on the audibility of the source). In
addition, limit values are given for the operating duration of certain aggregates: 8 % of the time
for air compressors, 20 % for the restaurant compressor, 1.5 % for the security checks.
These specific national regulations are often applicable only for new situations and concern the
reception and not the emission (as it is already assessed by the TSI). At reception, long term
indicators such as the𝐿day , 𝐿night and 𝐿denare mainly used. In Sweden, the 𝐿max is used as a shortterm indicator at reception.
When they are calculated, the indicators at reception often suppose free field conditions. The
reflection by façade of the buildings is taken into account by some countries with a correction of
3 dB.
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The limit values given below were evaluated in [15] as a compilation of values collected among
the UIC partners. A distinction is made between the countries which consider parking noise as
rail traffic noise or as industrial noise in their legislation.

5.3.

OPERATION CONDITION OF THE AGGREGATES DEPENDING ON THE
“FUNCTIONING MODE” OF THE UNIT

In the NOI TSI [5], there is no clear definition for what is a “parked train”. For the 〈𝐿𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 〉unit
indicator, it is mentioned that the measurements should be performed under normal vehicle conditions. If the noise of a compressor is estimated using 𝐿𝑖 𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 the unit should be under the conditions solely necessary for operation of the main air compressor at the lowest rpm.
The EUROSPEC for parking noise [16], provides a definition for the “parking mode” which is a
specific situation of standstill: “the parking mode is the mode with maximum noise level which
occurs when the train is in stationary mode.” This definition is not self-sufficient as it requires the
definition of the stationary mode which is given as an “operational mode of the train between the
standstill and the sleeping mode.” Again, other definitions should be given for standstill and sleeping mode. The EUROSPEC comes finally with the definition of two modes: the standby mode and
the energy saving mode.
In EUROSPEC Standby mode, the train is ready for commercial service (or is getting ready for
it). HVAC units are working at maximum speed and diesel engines are turned on if necessary.
Safety checks might be performed by the driver, generating impulsive noise (braking or air compressor tests).
In EUROSPEC Energy saving mode, only the aggregates necessary for security are turned on.
Generally, this means that HVAC and diesel engines are turned off, and that the electrical chain
is working only to supply the minimum current necessary for security. Some trains might have a
specific energy saving mode with optimized operational conditions allowing for some aggregates
to be turned on (HVAC for example). An optimized operating for the air compressor is possible
with a reduced required pressure level (and therefore reducing the rate of use of the compressor).
In contrast the VDV 1541 guideline [17] defines four different modes: technical protection, Energy
(and noise) saving, Pre-conditioning and Safety test.


The VDV Energy saving mode is closed to the Eurospec one except that in the VDV, the
vehicle availability is maintained. The operation of the components is said to be minimized.
The equivalent mode in Switzerland is the “slumber mode”.



The VDV Technical protection mode is the mode at which a unit operates after a journey, and before potentially going to the energy saving mode. It is characterized by a rapid
cooling of certain aggregates.
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In the VDV Pre-conditioning mode, the train is preparing to be operational. This includes
for example HVAC operating to heat/cool the air from the economy mode temperature to
the operational temperature.



The VDV Safety test mode includes preliminary tests performed on security devices such
as braking functions, horns or door signals.

In the UIC Report [15] four different modes are defined which are also not 1:1 comparable to the
above mentioned: standstill, parked, sleeping and preparation.


The UIC Standstill mode corresponds to the standby mode of the EUROSPEC. This is
basically the situation of a train at standstill in a station (except when rapid cooling of some
aggregates occurs) or at a signal.



The UIC Parked mode is a compromise between maintaining operation ability and energy
saving. It should be used for long standstill situations between commercial journeys.



The UIC sleeping mode is the equivalent of both EUROSPEC and VDV Energy saving
modes.



The UIC preparation mode is the equivalent of the VDV pre-conditioning mode.

5.4.

TYPE OF TRAINS

Two types of regional trains will be considered: EMU (Electrical Multiple Unit) and DMU (Diesel
Multiple Unit). The use of EMU is the minimum requirement while the DMU should be considered
optional, only if they are relevant for the Technical Demonstrator to be assessed which is not
finally decided for the moment. Both EMU and DMU types could refer to the same unit with two
power supply modes available (i.e. bi-mode trains). In this deliverable, the DMU type refers to
trains using a Power Pack unit to supply electrical traction aggregates. DMU with direct traction
are not considered.

5.5.

OPERATIONAL MODES FOR PARKING SCENARIOS

Based on the survey carried out in the previous subsection, it is proposed to consider two operational modes for the railway unit to be evaluated:


The Energy Saving mode and



the Parking mode.

The Energy saving mode is intended to be the general less noisy standstill situation. At the
opposite, the Parking mode is the noisiest standstill situation (it must not be compared to the
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Parking mode defined in the VDV). Each of these modes is characterized by the different aggregates that are used and by their speed and is summarized in Error! Reference source not
found.:
Table 11: Operational modes for parking scenarios
Aggregate

Energy Saving
EMU
DMU*
On (half of
them
powerpack)

Powerpack*
Transformers

Off

Transformers fans

Off

Converters
Converters fans
HVAC fans
HVAC compressors
Air compressors

Off
Off

Parking

Off
On
On –
Minimum
speed
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

DMU*
On (two
powerpacks)
– Minimum
speed
Off

EMU
Off

On
On –
Maximum
Off
speed
Off
Off
Off
Off
On – Maximum speed
On
On/Off

Constant noise sources
Impulsive noise source
* - will be considered only if relevant for TDs within Shift2Rail.

5.6.

TYPICAL PARKING SCENARIOS

Two typical parking scenarios will be investigated: “long duration stop” and “short duration stop”.

“Long duration stop”
For this situation, the train is stopped in the energy saving mode for a long duration. This situation
intends to represent a train parked at night with minimum functions available. Two types of track
in free field are considered, a flat landscape (Figure 4) and a landscape with embankment (Figure
5). The embankment characteristics are the same as for the pass-by situation.
The position of the receivers follows the recommendations of DIN EN ISO 3095:2014 [12]. The
propagation from the sources to receiver is performed under the assumption of free field conditions. Indeed, for this situation, it is likely that the buildings are far enough from the tracks to avoid
any influence on the propagation and on the acoustic pressure levels.
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Figure 4: Microphones’ positions for the configuration “Free field, flat landscape”.

Figure 5: Microphones’ positions for the configuration “Free field, embankment”.

Table 12: Calculation parameters for “long duration stop” parking scenario
Operational
mode
Energy
saving
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Track

Type of
train

Flat

EMU

Embankment

DMU*

Receivers
h 1.2 m @
7.5 m
h 3.5 m @
7.5 m
h 3.5 m @
25 m

Day

Night

Nb. of
trains

Duration

Nb. of
trains

Duration

0

#

5

1h
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“Short duration stop”
For this situation, the train is stopped in the “parking mode” for a short duration of 15 minutes.
This situation intends to represent a train stopped in front of a traffic light with all its functions
available, close to a building's façade. Two types of track are considered, a flat landscape (Figure
6) and a landscape with embankment (Figure 7, Figure 5). The embankment characteristics are
the same as for the pass-by situation.
The position of the receivers is given as follows: at 25 m from the track centre line and at different
heights on the façade of a potentially infinite wall. Three heights with respect to the ground level
are considered in order to represent the ground floor, 2nd floor and 4th floor. On the other side of
the unique track, free field conditions are applied. The numerical tool used for the simulation
should take into account at least one reflexion on the façade plus one reflexion on the train body.

Figure 6: Microphones’ positions for the configuration “Close to a building's façade, flat
landscape”.
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Figure 7: Microphones’ positions for the configuration “Close to a building's façade, embankment”.

Table 13: Calculation parameters for “short duration stop” parking scenario
Operational
mode

Track

Type of
train

Parking

Flat

EMU

Embankment

DMU*

Receivers
(from
ground)
h 1.8 m @
25 m
h 7.8 m @
25 m
h 13.8 m @
25 m

Day

Night

Nb of
trains

Duration

Nb of
trains

Duration

15

15 mn

0

#

5.7.

ACOUSTIC SOURCES MODEL

Each railway unit is described by a certain number of acoustic sources in a plan at the centre of
the track.
Each acoustic source is described by:


A position in the plan at the centre of the track (and perpendicular to the running
surface).



An acoustic power spectrum given in dB(A) per 1/3rd octave band.



A three-dimensional directivity given as attenuation values in dB depending on the
direction in space
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The vertical position of the sources with respect to the rail upper surface is chosen to comply with
the CNOSSOSS model (see Figure 8): 0.5 m (for sources at the bottom) or 4 m (for sources
around the roof).

Figure 8: Equivalent noise sources position taken from CNOSSOS [17]
As the sources are transferred into a single plan at the centre of the track, some of them originally
on both sides of the train could end with the same location in the source model.
Examples of typical source localization are given in Figure 9 for a DMU and Figure 10 for an EMU.

Figure 9: Example of source localization for a DMU

4
m
0,
5

Compressor +
Air dryer
Converter
+
Fan (CompresHVAC
sor + Fan)

Rehostat
(Fan) motor
Traction
cooling (Fan)

Figure 10: Example of source localization for an EMU
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5.8.

INDICATORS

For each position given in the previous section, the sound pressure levels are calculated. The
calculations are noise propagation calculations, in frequency domain.
Using the repartition of the measurement points of ISO 3095 given in Figure 8:


〈𝐿𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 〉unit and 𝐿𝑖 𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 are evaluated without impulsive noise sources.



Additionally, 𝐿𝑖 𝑝𝐴𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 is evaluated with impulsive noise sources.

To evaluate an equivalent to 〈𝐿𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 〉unit indicator: the mean of <p²> for all the virtual microphones
at the same distance from the train is calculated, called <Lp>unit. For this configuration, the impulsive noise sources are not taken into account.
To evaluate an equivalent to 𝐿𝑖 𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇 indicator: the maximum of the different Lip,microphone is calculated, called Lip,max. For this configuration, the impulsive noise sources are not taken into account.
To evaluate an equivalent to 𝐿𝑖 𝑝𝐴𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 indicator: the maximum of the different Lip,microphone is calculated, called Lip,max,impuls. For this configuration, the impulsive noise sources are taken into account.

5.9.

NUMERICAL TOOLS FOR SIMULATIONS

This evaluation will be calculated by using a 3D numerical tool, which can integrate landscape
and buildings (the commercial software MithraSIG).
The simulations of the propagation of the acoustic waves of MithraSIG are performed using powerful algorithms based on asymptotic methods, such as ray propagation and adaptive beam propagation.
These algorithms are equally suitable for prediction in an enclosed environment like a city center
with a high construction density, or in an open environment with vast spaces between buildings,
and in non-flat areas where the terrain topography affects propagation also.
The physical simulation engine computes noise propagation according to the requirements of
current regulations, including European Directive 2002/49/CE, which considers the effect of meteorological conditions.
Calculation methods: CNOSSOS-EU, NMPB2008 (octave and 1/3 octave), ISO9613, NMPB96
(XP S31-133), Harmonoise (octave and 1/3 octave).
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6. CONCLUSION
This deliverable has given a description of the framework conditions for the calculations within
WP 6.
A traffic scenario describes the composition of parameters necessary for an investigation of noise
emissions in specially defined situations. It consists first of the definition of the needed input and
essential impact parameters of the trains to be considered in detail, the data of the train numbers
differentiated according to the evaluation time day or night as well as further necessary geometrical and topographical boundary conditions to enable a good basis for a later comparison with
individual changed boundary conditions.
For the selection of the relevant activities in Shift2Rail, the results of the work of WP 5 were used
as the basis. The work was also used to determine the scenarios to be considered, some of the
parameters were further elaborated.
The aim was to find a good balance between feasibility and realistic representation. The acoustically relevant parameters were identified and defined for this purpose. A simplified 3D model
helps to reduce the effort for the calculations.
For the pass-by noise evaluation three different traffic scenarios (TSC2, TSC3 and TSC4) were
described (chapter 4). While TSC2 describes the main scenario for a typical situation on the European freight train network with a mix of freight and passenger traffic on the same tracks, TSC3
and TSC4 depict special situations such as those occurring in typical high-speed traffic or in special urban transport. The traffic divided into day and night time periods is indicated based on real
existing timetables for these typical situations. In addition, a forecast of the currently expected
traffic forecast for the prognosis horizon 2030 is given for the same sections described, which
shows that the traffic will further increase enormous.
To cover and evaluate as many scenarios as possible - which are examined in more detail within
the framework of the Shift2Rail projects and TDs at the final phase of Shift2Rail - it is necessary
to define different situations with the essential geometric and topographic parameters (e.g. embankments, bridges, curves and others). Furthermore, concrete definitions will be given within the
description of input parameters within the coming deliverable D6.2.
For the assessment of noise emissions from parked trains (TSC1) as described in chapter 5 completely different scenarios must be created. At present, there are no generally or internationally
binding regulations or specifications for their assessment available. In addition to the completely
different source characteristics, different operating conditions play a major role. To be able to map
the resulting nuisances in the different situations, a distinction was made between the basic scenarios "long duration stop" and "short duration stop". Within these scenarios, a further differentiation was proposing to cover the different operating conditions as the "Energy Saving Mode" and
the "Parking Mode".
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Especially in the case of investigations for the trains in "Parking or stand still mode", only the basic
conditions can be described. To be able to evaluate and cover the influence of special noise
sources from individual aggregates or special effects such as impulse noise, it may be necessary
to calculate and evaluate further special scenarios or input parameters. This will become clear,
when the individual measures and results carried out in Shift2Rail are available. Additional parameters may have to be considered in the final evaluation.
Calculation models are defined and described for the pass-by noise as well for the situation on
parked trains. Assumptions were made to reduce the effort without limiting the meaningfulness.
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